
Swim Through a Hoop
We start with a simple

trick swim through a hoop
 

POOL TRICKS FOR DOGS! 
This one-time 90-minute group class exposes your dog to the
opportunity to learn simple fun pool tricks! Not all dogs may want
to try each trick, dogs have trick aptitude that we need to consider,
but you and your dog will learn how to teach each of these tricks!
Dogs that enroll in the class have already been to swim class or
their dogs love to swim in clear water.

A simple setup for
swimming through the

hoop
 
 



Floating on a Raft
Another trick that is simple

for many dogs is floating
on a raft

 
 
 

Finished Hoop Trick
 

Border Collie Particle surfing solo! 

For smaller dogs we have a floating car!
Your dog will learn to drive, sort of

Dogs get extra applause from classmates for
voguing it and of course the cuteness factor

will be an important variable. 



Death-Defying Pool Noodle Trick:
Here Tim bravely demos the death-defying trick!

The jump over a person holding a pool noodle trick! 
 
 

Now it gets serious. Dead serious!

This is why we call this trick death-
defying



Fetch a Human:
Moving on to another trick called

Fetch a Human. There are two
variations of this trick the life

vest and the life preserver. Dogs
are aided in fetching the human
by a toy that is tied to the vest or
the preserver, thus making it fun

and easy to fetch a human! 
 

Particle fetching Tim. 

The training process is simple
person floats with vest and

encourages play with the wubba
toy attached to the vest. 



Finished product! Tim has been
fetched!

 

Now the same thing with a life
preserver! 

Tim has been fetched with the life
preserver all the way to the ramp!

 



Raising the stakes Particle is going
for two balls in the goal

Dog Water Polo
A human supports a floating goal

while a dog “herds” a water polo ball
in for a score!



Buoy Weave Trick
Dogs are asked to weave a set of four
buoys as they would dog agility
weave poles. Dogs enter to the right
of the first buoy and then alternate
all four. Here is the set up -

Particle speed weaving for a wubba
toy lure. 

To add a challenge the buoys move,
ocean-like, making navigating the
ideal path more complex, compass

and GPS map highly recommended. 



Another angle of the lure technique-

Navigate the Big Pool Slide
Dogs can learn to navigate our pool
slide by climbing up it and then
sliding down the slide. 

We have a little safety landing
pad at the bottom of the slide. 

It can also double as a raft:
 



We hope you love our dog pool tricks
class as much as we do. Please tell

your friends and family! 
 

Happy Pool Trick Training! 
The Staff of Courteous Canine 

www.CourteousCanine.com
 


